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Students Confront Caples
Assembly Views
Questions of Life
Style

Curriculum

Several hundred students and facnearly filled Rosse Hall yesterday to hear President Caples
The assembly was called by agreement of president and students after
the student walk to Cromwell House
ulty

r

f

Sunday

answer to questions from stuthe president indicated that
reasonable
he might not veto a
bill abolishing womens hours and
in some detail the
he described
efforts Kenyon is making regarding
disadvantaged students and black
In

dents

studies
The first

question asked thepresidto be explicit on his viewconcerning womens hours
Mr
Caples said that his primary conI assume any
dern was not sex
student and any girl who want to
go to bed will find a place to do it
but the lack of social facilities in

ent

Gambier

realizes the dorm rooms are
the few places to take a date
on the Hill
yet he must consider
public opinion as well
He said
that if a bill that simply abolished
womens hours came to him hed
veto it If assurance could be given
Caples said
that reasonable responsibility would be assumed and
discharged I might take a different
He

one of

attitude

said that he would be happier
there were much harder discussion of substantive issues in
Senate
citing what he called too
See Assembly Page 6
He

V
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GERRIT ROELOFS discusses problems with Murray Horwiiz on steps
of Cromwell House Sunday night

Spring Frolic Turns
To Heated Exchange
In Kenyons first real demonstration of confrontation politics
between 200 and 300 students marched on the presidents house Sunday
night There was a heated exchange
with the president
The students seemed to want the
president to state his position on
several issues and to provide rea-

sons for Senates tabling womens
hours
President Caples on the other
hand denied any responsibility for
the Senate action
reminded the
students that it w as Campus government deliberation and notpresidential veto that tabled action and
asserted that the time and place
for discussion was not his front
New editors of campus publicatporch on a Sunday night but in
ions were selected this week by the his office He suggested that sevPublications Board Editor of the eral students meet with him Monday
in his office to discuss grievances
Collegian Mark Straley Hika Paul
Kahn Perspective
Richard Brean and a time for a general assembly
and Dick Cinquina
The
evening began with the
Reveille Mike
Balaban and managers of WKCO
springs first really serious waterRob Mayer
bagging
With about 100 students
and Sandy Robinson
Mr Straley says he will aim for milling about between Hanna and
more objective news coverage more
Leonard activities escalated with
the explosion of firecrackers the
responsible editorial policy and female additions to the staff
hurling of fraternity jibes and the
lighting of a bonfire which is still
More nakedness
and color will
be emphasized
in Hika Kahn says burning and has become a center for
that nakedness is required for comstudent companionship and convermunication
Paul is going to wait sation
Before the march to Cromwell
until next fall to
select his staff and
a group of students burned
House
s anticipating
more poetry to come
Mr Caples in effigy As one student
from the women
said the activities had an antiThe content of Perspective
will
political and philosophical with Caples tone before the march Scata format
tered chants of Like it or not
similar to The New Reamong
public
Brean and Cinquina expect like it or not filled the yard
90 minutes betoe publication
to be a corollary of other cheers in the
toe
Philomathesian Society which fore the move to Cromwell
is to be rejuvenated
Faculty reaction to the disturnext year for
toe
bance was varied although no one
discussion of political issues
oii the
according to one faculty member
campus national and international scenes Both will have an was prepared to defend any part
of the activity
nentation to the Left Those inInitially at least the incident
vested in serving on the staff are
encouraged to see the editors
was disturbing to most faculty memRecording the uniqueness of KenJbers While some professors viewed
1969- 70 will be Mike Balathe incident as letting off spring
on
bans aim in editing
Reveille The
additin of women and possibly disadvantaged
students will impart a
fecial quality to next year The
President Caples met with 10
yearbook will not be particulary inblack students in a closed meeting in
native but will rely on competence
Lower Dempsey at 1200 today The
New WKCO
managers Mayer and outcome of the meeting was not
Vinson intend to emphasize the
available at press deadline
joining of qualified DJs and expect
The purpose of the conference
expand the scope of the station
was to convey the feeling of the
ltfl
national advertizing
more black students on the need for black
cvs biographies
of black leaders
studies now We hope for a definite
nd Campus
Radio Voice a national
statement expressing Caples posiuMam DrppntincT nninirm nnrl in
tive desire to promote effective
ttlV
of top personalities
action Gene Peterson stated
if

Publications
Editors Named

Black Students Meet

steam others reacted at least initially with much greater hostility
Pres Caples was in Mt Vernon
speaking at St Vincents Church
defending the modern college student but Mrs Caples told the students they could wait for his return
Several faculty members and their
wives arrived to be with Mrs
Caples Provost Haywood spoke
briefly with some of the students
Professors Joseph Slate and Gerrit
Roelofs engaged in discussion with
some students on the steps of the
house including four or five black
See FROLIC Page 6

Festivities Highlight
Caples Inauguration
ture generations
William Goff Caples was inauguAfter being inducted President
rated as the fifteenth president of Caples affirmed his intention to keep
Kenyon College in ceremonies held Kenyon a small liberal arts college
Tuesday at the Wertheimer Field where
We shall not dream of
House
largeness
He
but of greatness
The induction was followed by an noted that not all students are capinaugural address by J Douglas able of tlie discipline and underBrown
Provost and Dean of the standing necessary to meet Kenyons
Faculty Ereritus at Princeton Univstandards
ersity and the conferring of an
Dr Browns address dealtwith the
honorary Doctor of Humane Letters problem of the liberal arts college
degree to Thomas Van Husen Vail in America He noted the easy
publisher of the Cleveland Plain egalitarianism which has crept into
Dealer George Schultz Secretary popular thinking and the many misof Labor was unable to receive
conceptions about the aims and
his honorary degree because of a methods of education which
Amercabinet meeting called by President icans hold The radical growth
of
Mxon and Kingsley A Taft of the mass
education has caused wideOhio Supreme Court was likewise spread
dissatisfaction among both
absent because of an eye operation
students and faculty Nevertheless
ceremony
Before the
several people are not willing to admit the
black students circulated a statehigh costs necessary for a truly
ment demanding a genuine pledge good education The
academic quality
involving all existing resources
of many multiversities is made
The appointment of a black comrespectable only because of loosely
mission does not represent a con- associated
research programs
certed effort it said
In contrast to the superficial edAnything less than a total comucation at many large universities
mitment the statement concluded the liberal arts college
must draw
will be considered an affront to
forth the potentialities of its stuour dignity and will be dealt with dents and develop the whole personas such
ality Learning must be seen as a
The induction of President Caples highly complex
interaction which
was administered by TheRightRevrequires the immediate presence of
erend John Harris Burt Bishop of
dedicated teachers televised classOhio Reverend Burt urged the college to instill its students with a es and textbook study are no subpassionate concern for the human stitutes for the vital relationship
worth of every human being
and to between teacher and student
Dr Brow n urged Kenyon to set an
prepare them for the widest limits
to other colleges of its
example
of responsible freedom
Bishop
Burt expressed the hope that men ideals Kenyon must continue to
regard its individual students and
would learn to be stewards and
of knowledge as the
not owners of the earth
working not its wealth
focal point of the institution Also
to conserve our resources for fu
Kenyon must never consider itself
neutral or aloof from the clash of
human values Each student while
gaining a deep understanding in one
must gain a
field of knowledge
sense of humility from knowing the
limitations of his learning The
liberally educated person must assume responsibility for more than
his own private concerns

v

PRESIDENT CAPLES addresses his Inaugural Ceremony Tuesday
See page 3 for photo coverage of the fun- tilled Inaugural week

Council Gives Black
Studies Top Priority
In the first meeting under new
President Bob Strong Council set
some priorities made an agenda
and heard David Hosters last Coun-

cil speech
In his farewell address to Student Council Monday night outgoing
President Hoster said that student
protest against President Caples
is misdirected and that students
have failed to recognize and respond
to the significant campus issues
Hoster believes thatCaples should
not be the target for students First
the president is notthe only obstruction to the implementation of politics
desired by students Secondly he
feels that President Caples cannot
be communicated with in a reasonable fashion Students prevent communication on the real problems by
attacking the president
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Student Council has passed a motion declaring Black Studies as the
primary topic for action and dis-

AT L

Hoster feels students should be
concerned with academic progress
and the quality of the curriculum and
not petty issues Black studies he
thinks should be the number one
concern with womens hours ranked
third or fourth Kenyon would profit from the challenge to Kenyons
ways thatblack students would bring
Assuming that President Caples
cannot be communicated with rationally Hoster suggested two alternatives Students can attempt to
meet him on his own terms ie
power plays and hope for more
faculty support or they can ride out
the storm and wait for the president
to gradually change his position
This choice would require considerable tolerance by the students Before students can expect much progress the College must become
financially sound in order to afford
experimentation and Caples must
become more sensitive to students

Apathy Ends
R0TC Unit
The military part of Kenyons
military- industrial complex is being
phased out of Gambier By September 1971 the Air Force ROTC program at Kenyon will be non- existent
The Air Force decided that continuation of the Reserve Officer
Training program was not economically feasible at Kenyon Kenyons
program had been on probation for
two years because not enough students were enrolled in tlie program
The nine seniors and ten juniors
enrolled this year will be allowed
to complete their requirements as
will members of the class of 71
who wish to enroll during their jun-

ior year
Provost Haywood noted that Kenyon students had in effect voted on
the discontinuation of the program by
not enrolling in it
Before spring vacation Brig
General William Blake Commandant of the Air Force ROTC program conferred the Zero Defects
Award on the Kenyon detachment
Lt Colonel Roy Green commander
of the Kenyon groups noted that the
award indicated the detachment had
the highest degree of proficiency
Colonel Green who will remain at
Kenyon until 1971 said that he and
his staff have had an excellent relationship with the rest of the faculty
He said the Kenyon cadets are A
bright bunch of boys
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Spring Unrest
While the demonstration last Sunday night was clearly not
the best means of expressing student dissatisfaction it did serve
to make the president and the community aware that there is
a deep unrest and perhaps it denned for the president several
major areas of student concern

The evening began with water- bagging and standing around
Middle Path but almost from the beginning there was a feeling
of tension of wanting to do something disorderly because of a
deep dissatisfaction with those keeping the order
The fact that students and faculty in large numbers attended the assembly yesterday indicates that the frustration and
desire for articulate communciation transcended the desire to
cut loose in a spring riot Perhaps so many faculty came because
in a sense this was a critical point for the College Kenyon students had finally become upset enough to demonstrate although
somewhat awkwardly
the new president about whom students
had complained for many months was being severely tested
The confrontation politics practiced on the steps of Cromwell House should not be the wave of the future at Kenyon The
visit to the presidents house served the double purpose of spring
riot and expressing a profound student unrest It caused President Caples first full- scale general dialogue with faculty and
students Hopefully it will mark the beginning of a long series
of such communicative efforts by both president and students
While the students approach was non- rational it did lead
to a rational communication yesterday and a clarification of
several points of view

There was a marked contrast between the black students
who refrained from bagging earlier in the evening and the
whites whose interest at Cromwell in disadvantaged students
was minimal
The blacks seemed to feel that if there were going to be
demonstrative activities they should be directed against something substantive and urgent
The blacks found no interest in womens hours and took
little part in the exchange with the president The urgency they
feel was recognized in Professor Crumps call for an ongoing interim action on a college- wide basis
The whites expressed less interest in disadvantaged students
and black studies than they did in womens hours
The campus must not be allowed to divide into two camps
of black students angry about lack of progress and change on
black studies and whites upset about the hours they can keep
women in the dorm There is no reason and no excuse for such
a split to develop
Some form of Professor Crumps proposal for an all- college
seminar on the teaching of black culture would help satisfy the
urgent needs of the black students and begin to make their problems and attitudes more relevant to white students

Provost Haywoods urgings to take advantage of communications opportunities with himself and other faculty and administrators should be heeded by students seeking reform Only by
constantly communicating with those making policy can students
challenge ideas and assumptions about rules
Now that the main issues have been focussed by Sundays
action more deliberate means of communication can be employed And now that the urgency of student thought has been reinforced we may even effect some change
RCB
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Hoster Hits Slow Progress
David Hoster has spent a great
deal of time working for Kenyon
as Collegian editor and as Student
Council president in the last three
years and now he is frankly disgusted with much of life at Kenyon
He discussed some of his concerns
in a Collegian interview
He is disappointed with the lack
of awareness and concern on the
part of the students on a number
of issues He finds it distressing
that the main concern of the students is womens hours The student
Hoster
body is sadly misdirected

if the most important thing
is whether or
not a student can keep a woman in
his room all night
He felt that the lack of response
to his academic criticism in February was symptomatic of the College He says he is disgusted that
the College has failed to look at
itself He feels it is necessary for
students and faculty to sit down
together and discuss what Kenyon
means academically
The admission of women and of
black students Hoster feels will
be helpful to increase awareness
of inadequacies in the academic
program the way students live in
dorms and the way they treat other
people For the situation to be enlivened he says a new element
must enter
The first crisis came early the
political science inquiry stemming
from the walkout on the Morris
Leibman lecture A series of blunders by Council seriously compromised its standing as a representative
body Council recovered and Hoster
helped form an ad hoc committee to
study to what extent students should
concern themselves with academic
affairs This committee is expected
to report shortly
The ability and integrity of Council Hoster feels was vindicated
in its handling of the drug problems
in the fall in which Council took
a moderating stance Hoster was
among those who called for A
critical approach to the nature of
this community
Hoster is still concerned with the
Colleges policy concerning drugs
and how it reflects the administrations view of the student body
Hoster commented that he has
seen a great deal of understanding
says

William G Caples

April
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by Bob Boruchowitz
Ron Smith

Staff

Business
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in its consideration

and

restraint

on the

part

of the

He feels
that
administration
drugs as such are no longer an
issue in the country or on the campus and that drug use has become
a part of our lives
Hoster made two majorproposals
that were never executed He suggested that the College bring about
20 girls to campus to discuss coordination problems eventually this
idea disappeared as it became evident that such guests might not be
able to tell us anything new or
different
In Senate Hoster proposed that the
administration section of the rules
in the handbook be turned over to
Senate vastly increasing the scope
of Senate jurisdiction over student

Music Club
To Debut
A new organization will make its
debut at Kenyon next year to cater
to the needs of those interested in
music Tentatively named the Music
Club itwill consistof music majors
and all interested members of the
community
Already the club has begun an
ambitious project It has obtained
money from the Special Projects
Fund to purchase an unassembled
harpsichord which the organization
will put together next year To
help pay for this project the club
which is advised by Professor Paul
Schwartz will mount a funds drive
next year

different life style will be difficult
t will demand altering the structure
of the College He stresses that
liberal arts is the ability to under
stand and adapt to other ways of life
Compatibility he says requires
substantial allowances in social life
academic procedure
admissions
course offerings and
standards
teaching method If these allowances
are not made Hoster says there
will be a split into two communities
Weve succeeded Hoster says
in delaying a year any substantial
disadvantaged students program
He is concerned with the pace of
progress thus far and warns that
white liberal arts colleges have got
no more than four years before
black students become completely
fed up and drop out Kenyon has got
a long way to go
He notes that he is pessimistic
about the possibility of a black
studies program working at Kenyon
but he says it must be attempted
Kenyon he claims has lost sight
of the realities outside of itself
He thinks that pass- fail grading
and
interdepartmental
majors
should be tested It is possible
he says that allowing students more
freedom will give them the impetus
to take advantage of it
The academic affairs committee
after the political
reconstituted
science inquiry tried to propose
H winter
term study and passf- ail
I grading
but was never really able
to formulate cogent arguments for
either plan
matter
The elections committee made
Students have to come to terms
a serious effort at reforming Kewith their courses says Hoster and
nyons burgeoning election process
stop hiding behind grades and testParliamentary order afterSeptenv
taking There should be more selfber was almost unstintingly kept
socriticism and self- evaluation in
The student affairs committee ucial life he adds
nderstaffed but well- led by Tony
He notes that compatibility for
informed on
many students with an increased LoBello kpet Council basketball
ranging
from
number of black students with a matters
seating to Saga

life This was abandoned after a
plethora of details and administrative problems arose Hoster urged
that it be reconsidered next year
The legislation to abolish womens
hours was introduced in Senate by
Hoster for Student Council Because
of what several senators termed a
failure of Council to examine wider
implications and because Councils
survey on womens hours failed
to address fully the nature and
quality of dorm life the measure
was tabled probably until next year
There remains a question Hoster
says as to whether Mr Caples is
adjusting to communication in an
academic community He noted that
he did not think the president would
ever make a decision without complete justification in his own mind
Kenyon says Hoster now is an
academic institution primarily concerned with liberal arts eduction
He says weve lost a sense of what
the academic community should be
He trusts that student leaders will
try to transmit their sense of what
the community is to Pres Caples
and that he will be open to it
a sure
Hoster does not see
sense of what is right on the part
of the students The student body
has a lot of soul- searching to do
For Hoster liberal arts is an
entire life- style not simply studying
diversified academic topics He
feels that many students are regarding liberal arts as a distant
subject
collection of academic

I

COD Begins Work

On Ghetto Students
Ed

Note

The following

is ex-

cerpted from a report for lhe
Collegian prepared by the Secretary for the Commission on the
Disadvantaged Robert Bennett
The Commission on the Disadvantaged COD at Kenyon College met
Tuesday to consider specific issues
to be dealt with by the commission
Members were delegated to gather
information and prepare reports on

particular problems
These included 1 Admission policy Mr Knepper 2 Academic preparation and special assistance Mr
Miller with assistance from Mr
Bone on the role of Mount Vernon
and from Mr Bennett on remedial
work and additional training
3 Social and personal adjustment
of disadvantaged students at Kenyon
Mr Strong 4 The Academic program Mr Clor Mr Lowery and Mr
Pope with assistance from Mr
Smale on the future of disadvantaged
students after graduation from
Kenyon
5
Black faculty members Mr
Bennett and Mr Clor 6 Problems
of possible tensions and ways and
means of minimizing it Mr Clor
7 Sources of funds
Mr Knepper
with assistance from Mr Bone on
the role of Mount Vernon
ALO submitted a report on their
role as a fraternity in alleviating the
financial burden to disadvantaged
students The commission noted that
both Psi U and Alpha Delta Phi have
raised money to be used for scholarships for such students The commission agreed to notify them that
they heartily approve of these efforts and urge others and are studying the most effective use of the
funds raised in this way
The Experimental Foundation in

formed COD of their efforts to
develop an ABC program in Mount
COD encouraged these
Vernon
efforts
The need to develop an interim
program for academic assistance
for disadvantaged students in the
immediate future was stressed It
was agreed that some suchprogram
must be in existence by September
and ought to be in existence this
spring COD hopes for considerable
aid from the student body in developing such a program
and in implementing it as soon as possible
Several members of the COD
stressed the need for fulsome communications with the community especially faculty and students To this
end a The commission is to furnish

the community regular reports on its
meetings through the Collegian fl
Meetings of COD with particular
interested groups are to be held as
soon as possible
c The members
of the commis sion jointly and severally solicit opinion and advice from
the community Communications not
particularly designated for an individual member should be sent to
the Chariman of COD Franklin
Miller either through the campus
mail or through Box 313 Gambier
The previous two COD meetings
on Marvh 29 and April 2 dealt with
the Gensemer proposal for establishing Satellite Admission Centers
and the related issues of a the commitment of the college to the admiand
ssion of disadvantaged students
b the problems of disadvantaged
not
students now at Kenyon It did
the
seem feasible to recommend
as
adoption
for
proposal
Gensemer
proposa
of the fall of 1969 but the
is still being considered as part
a more widely applicable program
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hill vibrated wilh activily this past week The College
wide its doors for 200 visiting parents on the weekend Sunday evening witnessed the annual spring riot followed by a student
confrontation with President Caples at Cromwell House A small
Dame
reminiscent of the evenings bonfire still burns outside of
Leonard Hall David W Hoster presented the reigns of student leadership to Robert A Strong Monday evening
KENYONS
opened

At

The events of last Tuesday were less unpredictable and considerably more formal William G Caples was inaugurated as the 15th
president of Kenyon College in a ceremony which also presented
Thomas Van Husen Vail an honorary Doctor of Humane Letters degree Later thai evening the days festivities were capped with the
faculty sponsored inaugural ball
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Council

Continued from Page

3

Hoster said he attempted to build
foundations for action during his
term and that the task of nextyears
council will be to arrive at solutions
In regular Student Council business an agenda for council action
was formulated
Gene Petersons
motion to place Black Studies as the
number one priority was passed
Other primary issues for Council
consideration will be Campus Government re- organization academic
reform and paternalism Reor- ganization
of campus government involves exploring the role of council
overcoming student apathy and a
possible measure to override a
presidential veto The meaning of a
residential college will be explored
in relation to paternalism
Student apathy was recognized as a
deficiency of campus government
and it was felt that Council should
assert itself more in the direction
of leadership and work to keep issues alive The disturbance Sunday
night was regarded as evidence of
Councils ineffectiveness
Mr Peterson said that the blacks
of Kenyon regarded the Miller Commission as a dodge to placate them
until the issue blows over and he
called for an immediate commitment
It was moved that the Finance
Committee study the feasibility of
underwriting the expenses of a disadvantaged student next year
Strong was inaugurated Monday
evening in a ceremony that opened
with a formal procession in Upper
Dempsey
Presiding over the ceremony was
retiring president Hoster who after
a speech in Latin presented the
baton of power to Strong A bit
of poetry and music provided the
Gary Ellsworth
entertainment
awarded honorary memberships in
the student body to Hubert Humphrey and former Kenyon Pres F
Edward Lund
The inauguration was greeted by
cheers and sugar bags from the
enthusiastic students in attendance

anthropologist
World famous
Margaret Mead entertained a packed
Rosse Hall audience Friday night
with half- humorous remarks on
changing relationships between the
sexes
While Dr Meads discussion of
sex ranged from prehistoric times
to the new morality she did have
several observations on the particular problems which Kenyon can
expect to face in future years and
it was these issues that the audience seemed most concerned about
Dr Mead explained that college
has traditionally been the place
for young men to form close friendships and through their conversations to develop their ideals and ambitions In coed situations the tendency is for men to deemphasize
such friendships and turn their attentions to girls Dr Mead deprecated the factthatyoungpeople today
are forced into dating as early as
junior high school when boys and
girls have nothing to say to each
other
It is a sad fact Dr Mead
noted
that friendship is almost
dead today among both men and
women

People must be treated as individuals Miss Mead warned if a
coed situation is to be successful
Girls must be regarded as more than
instruments of amusement otherwise students will be obsessed with
dating In response to a question
Dr Mead also noted that fraternities have become out of date
Dr Mead also discussed the role
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800 am
1030 am

Friends Meeting
Miller Residence
1

130 am

Catholic Mass
Philo Hall

Margaret Mead
of women in modern society especially in relation to their obligations
to their children Americas birth
rate she pointed out had become
extremely low until the post- war
baby boom After a meteoric rise
it has again begun to decling steadily
Now that two- children families have
become almost standard and men
have begun to enjoy taking care of
babies women are freed for vo
t

Parents Day Pulls
191 visitors registered for Kenyons first Parents Day Saturday
April 12 according to assistant
vice president for development Allan
Martin Martin notes 80 sets of

parents attended and suggested that
the occasion be renamed FamilyDay
At the Parents Advisory Council
PAC
Mr Martin disclosed that
Channel 10 in Columbus will test
show a 12- 1 5 minute film in Gambier
May 23 They will provide 6- 10 color
prints costing Si 00 Mr Capleswill
ask Paul Newman to narrate the film
describing Kenyon which is being
auditioned for use in high schools
and alumni gatherings
The finance committee of PAC
reports cash receipts of S18900
and pledges amounting to 13200
redeemable in three years to provide infirmary funds
To keep parents in closer contact
with the college the communications
committee suggested The Collegian
and a handbook including calendar
and personnel directory be sent to

Lobello Wins

Danforth Grant
You dont have to be a Danforth
Fellow to go to graduate school but
it certainly helps
Anthony LoBello has been awarded
a Danforth Fellowship to cover tuition fees and a living stipend for
four years of graduate study which
Tony intends to pursue at Yale He
is primarily interested inMathmatical Analysis
The Danforth Fellowship purports
that students who are aware of
ethical moral and religious problems should be encouraged to serve
as teachers on college campuses It
provides help to these students by
easing the financial burden on them
while they work towards their
Ph Ds

Editorial Analysis

Holy Communion

900 am

cations outside the home
Miss Mead poked fun at the fact
that while women usually seek superior men who will provide them
with a secure home men seek inferior women for mates Thus we have
in modern society a greatnumber of
superior spinsters
Dr Mead
noted that unmarried women past the
age of 22 are avoided like the plague
by men
For the first time in history men
have recently grown to enjoy takig
care of babies This development
should result in psychologically
healthier children since infants will
have a male image in their presence
more often with which they can
identify and react to
In reply to a question concerning
the origin of war the noted anthropologist stated that war is not inherent in human nature Men indulge in war simply because they
are not occupied by more worthwhile pursuits Until recently careying arms and conducting war was
strictly the domain of the male

t
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Mead Sees Change
In Sexual Patterns

Chapel Services

Experimental
Communion Service

KENYON

200

parents
Construction of the womens college is very well on schedule The
We are
problem is furnishings
forced to accept late delivery dates
announced
from manufacturers
Mr Gordon Kovell architect at
the coordinate college presentation
Saturday morning in Gund Hall
As originally designed the womens commons had a custom made
skylight but because of unanticipated
expense a less expensive aqua light
will replace it Kovell said Cushions mobile partitions a sunken fire
place and carpeted stairs will highlight the dining area
We hope to make the facilities as
w arm and attractive for Kenyon men
as we possibly can stated Doris
Crozier womens dean She spoke
of a vital relationship between the
two colleges and insisted on the
right to self- determination by next
years women The new Dean desperately hopes they wont choose
sororities but if they do she will
cooperate
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Falstaff Judged
Innately Weak
by

uaierum m vrump

Hal prematurely puts on the crown
Henry IV Part 2 retitled if we recall our own national consternation at the death of President
Falstaff for the present Hill production Shakespeare treats the Kennedy and the insistence by all
themes of sickness age dissolution
media on the orderly continuity of
and death Whereas these themes
leadership in face of convulsion
combine to create a beautifully somthat was provided by the airborne
ber mood they do not make for good installation of Johnson as President
theatre All the varied and talented
But this is only an approximation
resources of the Dramatic Club can and the scene in Shakespeare renot finally overcome the weakmains ponderous and unprofitable
nesses inherent in the play Desfor the modern audience
pite judicious cutting by Director
With this scene and others of
James Michael and an extremely
similar nature such as the opening
polished performance by the large of the play when the rebel North
cast the play remains extremely
unberland receives conflicting retalky and with no conflict such as ports of the outcome of the battle
those in Part One between Hal and
at Shrewsbury or the recruiting
Falstaff or Hal and Hotspur it has
the
scene in Glouchestershire
nothing to provide a forward tension
members of the cast work manfully Apart from a tendency to
equate age with slowness of speech
thereby increasing the difficulties
the cast contrives to create as
much useful stage business as possible to keep the play lively This
is especially true in the recruiting
scene of Act Two A complicated
scene it shifts away from the emphasis of its counterpart in 1 Henry
IV on Falstaffs bravura at having
misused the Kings press damnable to the recruits themselves
In so doing it richly blends comedy
and pathos a blend that the present
cast for the most part achieved
Greg Spaid and James Pugh give
especially good performances as
Undoubtedly we do not respond to Justices Silence and Shallow For
this play in the same way Shakemy taste the recruits however
speares audience did in the late are seen too much from a Fa1590s We see the play too much lstaffian point of view as food for
in relation to its companion piece
powder and thus with not enough
judging its effects by those of the emphasis on their essential humanearlier play For the Elizabethan
ity This causes Feebles speech
the subject of the death of the King
to beA man can die but once
and the sense of dissolution mircome caricature which I dont think
rored throughout the kingdom would its meant to be
have had intense significance The
As imaginatively put together as
century was wearing out and the the recruiting scene is it cannot
monarch was nearing the end of compete with the other great comic
her life with the question of the sucmoment of the play the boisterous
cession unresolved We may be able Boars Head Tavern scene which
to approximate the impact of the
closes the first act of the present
death scene on them and the relSe FALSTAFF Page 6
evance of the curious business when
In

Married Students Claim
College Housing Unfair
by Ron Smith
Editors Noie This is ihe first of
a two part series on ihe problems
of married students at Kenyon
A substantial rift exirts between
Kenyons married students and parts
At
of the College administration
issue are not only specific points
primarily financial but the overall
attitude of the College toward married students
The principal issues involve housing The College does not provide
married student housing as such
It does operate two housing complexes Mcllvaine Apartments and
Bexley Apartments
which house
most of Kenyons 21 married
students
Mcllvaine rents for 110 per
month and Bexley not the most elegant of quarters rents for 75
Mcllvaine rose from 90 to 110
in just over a year a cause of
concern for married student tenCollege financial director
ants
Samuel Lord whose office directs
these units explained that the apartments are not operated specifically
for married students but on a firstcome first- served basis and that
rents are priced on a general market level He contends the College
is not making a profit from these
dwellings it is operating at a deficit The only way to lower the rents
he holds would be to subsidize them
an action which the College is neither
financially able to do nor would it
do so even it it could Housing must
be self- supporting he maintains
Married students complain that

the
ing

rents are too high andthathoussecurity is highly tenuous If

they move out during the summer
they may not get back in Many
would like to leave their furniture
over the summer and pay a storage
fee rather than full rent but Lord
says no Students are faced with the
choice of leaving for a summer job
and losing their apartments
or
staying in summery Gambier and
paying their full rent In addition
some student residents were told
that if the girls dorms were not
finished in time their apartments
would be seized for the women
Several points arise from this
First the attitude of the College is
appalling The College has taken the
position that it owes no obligation
to students who are married and will
not go out of its way to help solve
their needs At a time when married
students coming to college veterans etc can be expected to rise
markedly Kenyon is making no effort to make this an attractive place
for them to gain an education Mr
Lord offers no consolation If a
student is unhappy with the situation
Lord holds He could have rented
elsewhere not have gotten married
or gone to another school
Something obviously has to be
done The apartments have to start
making more money if the rents are
to be reduced or held steady Mcllvaine is nearly full but Bexley is
half empty The Bexley apartments
are so cramped and rundown that
most people would ratherpay a higher rent than have to live there They

obviously will be sorely needed soon
however so they will have to be made
liveable If they can be brought to
full occupancy the mortgage and upkeep costs can be almost fully paid
for by only nine months rent Collegian computation based on 1968
figures
Thus with the summer
rent of the full- time residents
mostly non- students the College
should be able to allow students a
storage fee rather than charging
full rent in the summer months
and reevaluate rent to be as low as
possible
Better management could make a
difference also For instance last
years figures show that about a
of the total expense on the units
went to pay maintenance salaries
residents report woeful little to be
shown for it
Finally the College should give
married students a break by offering
them first priority on these dwelling
units Obviously these students are
ill equipped to compete financially
for more expensive apartments
Married students should be accommodated before the units are taken
up by non- students
Kenyon has sorely neglected a
significant segment of its student
population This analysis has dealt
with housing only oilier conditions
are nearly as serious Some married students have vowed they wouldnt give a penny to the College after
the treatment they have received
The College cannot continue to ignore its responsibility to give the
married student a fair shake

if
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Netters Cold
In Early Going
potentially powerful tennis
after a bright start against
ran into stiffer comHeidleberg
petition against Wittenberg and Kent
The

by Jeff Spence

Thursday the Lords manha much weaker Student
Without extending
prince sextet
themselves Kenyon defeated Heidelberg by the score of 7- 2 The only
losses were suffered by the first
singles and first doubles team The
following matches were swept
Preston Lentz in his first collegiate outing looked impressive in
defeating his opponent 6- 4 6- 4
C- ocaptains Andy Stewart and Jeff
Goldberg were also easy victors
1
in both of their matches
61
and freshman Jim
Ron Ditmars
a Kenyon win by
Cuca assured
Last

andled

6-

6-

1

and

6-

3

6-

3

Wittenberg however the
fortunes abruptly changed as
The
they were handed a 6- 3 defeat
showings
of Goldberg Hank Mantell and Dave Johnson were the
spots in an otherwise
only bright
dismal afternoon
Goldberg and Johnson outlasted
their competition in close singles
play The only other victory in a
line- up was garnshuffled Lords
ered by the third doubles team of
6- 3
6- 2
Goldberg and Mantell
Again the Lord netters performed
in subpar style Tuesday against the
a MidKent State Golden Flashes
American power In a contest highlighted by a march past the tennis
courts of several thousand students
protesting
administrative
action
against SDS movement on that campus the Lords fell by a disappointiAgainst

Lord

ng count

of

7-

2

and Lentz could
to eke out victories over
their opponents
Only with improved play can the
purple and white
live up to their
preseason ratings The Lords tangle
with a weak Marietta
team on Saturday at home and battle BaldwinWallace Tuesday on the new Kenyon
courts in another stiff Ohio ConfOnly

Ditmars

manage

erence

confrontation
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Road

Mounl Vernon

golfers found the Wooster
College course anything but easy
to score on but still managed a
second place finish in a six team
match last Saturday
In the team competition Kenyon
was a distant second to MidA- merican
power Kent State University
while
beating Dayton
Wooster
Baldwin- Wallace and Oberlin
The Lords scores were unusually
high as Steve Bartlett at 79 was
the only golfer to better 80 although Al Burt 80 and Mike Brady
81
were not far away Imnel of
BW captured medalist honors with
a 72 nosing out Strieker 73 Barto
74 and Mtus 74
all from Kent
State
In addition to the team competition normal dual matches were played
with each of the schools The Lords
won three taking Baldwin- Wallace
11- 9 Oberlin 13- 7 and Dayton 11- 9
tied Wooster 10- 10 and lost to Kent
State 17- 3
The Baldwin- Wallace and Dayton
matches were won and Wooster
tied by picking up the two points
for team total in each match All
Ohio Conference individual matches
are three point affairs this year
with the low score on each nine
picking up one point and the best
eighteen hole total winning the third
point Two points are awarded for
low team total
two very important
points as Saturdays matches
proved
Freshman Mike Brady won all
five of his matches garnering 12
12 out of fifteen possible points
Al Burt losing only to Kent State
won
four matches and twelve
valuable points Bartlett took eight
points for the day thanks largely
The

State

4
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Linksmen Return
To Winning Ways

team

scores of 6respectively

N

DICK GYORY

46

passing off during Saturdays upset ignores the
of a Yeoman middie
SchonfeldBolaban

desperate defensive efforts

Lacrosse Shocks
Oberlin 9- 6
by Coby Johnson

Last Saturday it was all Kenyon
in lacrosse Playing their finest
game this year the Lords defeated
Oberlin in a

spine-

tingling contest

6

9-

Oberlin- who two years ago kept
Kenyon from the Ohio Conference
Crown- had not been defeated by the
purple and white in six years Indeed
the prospects looked dim for a success this year with the Lords losing
many of lastyears starters Nevertheless the improbable happened
not by chance or luck but by a
simple case of Kenyons superior

play
Undoubtedly
the Lords victory
owes much to Kenyon goalie Jim
Peace an Ail- American prospect
Coming from a
from Baltimore
long line of lacrosse greats Jim
had a tremendous day with 29 saves
Outstanding play by the other deCharlie Capute Ailfensemen
American prospect Bob Goetze and
kept the Yeomens
Dave Bayley
offense in a constant turmoil
Kenyons offensive leader was
again Dave Bushnell Kenyons third
All- American
contender had two
goals and two assists on his play
card Dick Gyory surprised everybody by coming up with two goals
as did attackman Tom
himself

keep riunmnq
your best subject

You

Swiss Dave Houghtlin Bruce Landis and Bob Vollis each scored a
goal apiece also Pointwise this
year Bushnell leads with eight
while Swiss is second with seven
points
This Saturdays game the last
home contest for three weeks is
with the Ohio State Buckeyes State
comes to Kenyon with an impressive
3- 1
record and will give the Lords
as hard fought a battle as Kenyon
has faced all year It looks like an
exciting contest is in the making
for this Saturday at 200

to a fine

37

on the second

nine

Track Routs Malone

Coach Whites cindermen made
it two wins and no losses by beating
Malone 91- 44 here last Saturday
Gregg Johnson and Bill Lokey were
double winners Johnson taking the
100 and 220 Lokey taking the shot
and the discus Pete the Salamander
Galier broke a Benson Field and
Varsity record in the 440 intermediate hurdles with a quick 583
clocking

Other notable performances were
521 quarter- mile from Burke
Lewis and a 440 relay of Perry
Thompson
Johnson Don Mayer
and Lewis that is fast approaching
record time with a 442 clocking
The Benson Field record stands
at 441 if not broken yesterday
against Wittenberg
Big improvements were noted
among the underclassmen
Fresh
a

men Ron Callison and Thompson
new to the triple jump event both
broke the forty foot mark Tommie
Frye looked strong placing a close
second to Johnson in the 100 and
220 Dee McCardle followed a third
place 539 in the open quartermile with a fine 528 on the lead
off leg of the mile relay
Other firsts against Malone were
chalked up by Saul Benjamin in the
pole vault and Barry Spore in the
120 high hurdles
The Kenyon thinclads venture to
Delaware Saturday for the Ohio
Conference Relays Before the end
of the season the Lords hope to
put together record- breaking teams
in the 440 and mile relays With
Lewis Johnson Mayer Frye and
McCardle Kenyon has depth in the
quarter- mile and could go under
3250 in the mile- relay

BECKS

Serving Quality Food
Big Beck Coney Islands
Hot Dogs Hamborgs Soft Drinld
8 Blocks S of Square
on Rt 13 Mt Vernon

r jfl

Wednesday the golfers journey to
the Granville Country Club for a
big match with the Big Red Wittenberg will be there also Kenyon
starts 3for the season after
31

last weeks play

Lord Nine
Drops Four
The Lords matching strides with
the winless Cleveland Indians lowered their record to 0- 6 by dropping
four games during the past week
On Friday the Lords were on the
short end of a uninspiring 8- 2 decision to Akron Kenyon play in this
non- league contest was a bit sloppy
On Saturday the Lords played a
twinbill with Oberlin In the opener
the Kenyon nine outscored the Yeomen 4- 2 during the final six innings
However in the disastrous first inning the visiting Oberlin team set a
modern day record by scoring fifteen
yes 15 runs Bill Christen who
entered in the first inning pitched a
fine game the rest of the way
In the nightcap Roger Novak paced
the Lords to a promising 2- 0 first
inning lead However once again
Novak was plagued by control problems as he walked six in a row
during a four run Yeomen second
inning Kenyon rallied to tie it up
however and matched the Oberlin
play during the remainder of the
regulation seven innings Unfortunately the Yeomen knicked Novak
for a run in the first extra inning
to take home a 5- 4 victory and

doubleheader sweep Nonetheless
it was an encouraging comeback in
the nightcap after the severe beating
suffered in the first game
Monday Capital shut out the Kenyon diamond men 5- 0 The Lords
bats were silenced as they wentdown
on strikes fourteen times
The injury to outfielder- pitcher
Barry Direnfeld will hurt the Lords
both at the plate and on the mound He
will more than likely be out for the
season Promising notes are the 363
and 315 batting averages of Rog
Novak and Chris Myers respectively and the improving pitching
performances
of freshman Tom
Luten and junior Mike Balaban

Inauguration
Continued from Page

1

Dr Brown concluded by warning
that the liberal arts college may be
accused in times of egalitarianism
of being aristocratic and that hardnosed specialists may try to change
the curriculum so as to produce
skilled technicians One of the paradoxes of democracy he noted is
that while it requires more enlightened leaders than any other type of
society the ideals of democracy
discourage the training of such men
A semi- formal inaugural ball in
Great Hall was given for the president Tuesday night by the Faculty
The gala affair featured champagne and lively dance music ant
lasted well past 1 am

r gj
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Frolic Becomes Heated
students
For about 20 minutes Murray
Horwitz alternately tried to calm
the crowd and pinpoint the issues
to be discussed on Caples arrival
Gene Peterson spoke briefly calling
for a black studies program that
really means something
Roelofs told Horwitz that the
minute you begin to apply coercion
you destroy yourselves

O

Continued from Page

1

although not loud enough to be
heard by the crowd that perhaps
all the blacks have to pack up and

leave
Mr Slate later commented that
although he recognized the true and
legitimate concerns of the students
he was opposed to demonstrations
which could result in violence or the
intimidation of faculty or their
families
The president arrived about 830
He observed that part of the stuHe said differences could be disenthusiasm must be attribudents
one
no
That
cussed in his office
to
the
spring weather and stated
ted
has ever been denied the right to
that Kenyon is small enough that
enter his office
not resort to conHorwitz said the the key issues students need
frontations
were black studies and womens
Finally he urged students to realhours he later added the question ize that problems
such as the adof a presidential veto over Senate
mission of underprivileged students
The students feel he said that their
must be studies with great care and
feelings have not been well enough must
meet with the approval of the
expressed through normal channels
concensus of the community Those
Horwitz claimed that the comstudents who have been frustrated
mittee to study womens hours and because of Mr Caples style must
dorm life was railroaded through be careful to separate that style
Senate by the provost He noted from his actual intentions and
that the provosts letter to Senate feelings
making the proposal was available
Horwitz claimed that the inaction
to Faculty Council but not to Stuon womens hours was a denial of
dent Council before the Senate meetour government
that certain iming of April 8 He said this action
mediate issues cant wait for refwas not in line with Kenyon policy
ormation of the government
of debate and discussion
The president said that a great
I propose
said the president
of administration is needed in
deal
to follow the rules you made before
Bob Altman called for
college
a
I came here
The only changes
an end to the veto noting the praise
that have been made here have been
Kenyon gives to its community
by campus government If you dont
atmosphere
like the kind of governmentyou have
The president stated
Im not
theres a way to change it and this going
to follow anything except by
isnt it
the rules Im not going to rule by
Horwitz asked why the adminisor fiat He said that the Coledict
tration has to be the final authorlege is not only students and that
ity why there could not be a
students could not change the struccommittee charged with final auture which includes veto by yelling
thority perhaps the Senate
Im not going to stay out here at him late at night
Bob Rubenfeld asked the president
the president
and debate this
if he were for or against the abolishstated
ment of womens hours The presiHe suggested that a representadent said it would depend on such
tive group of students meet with
things as whether there were dorm
him some time in his office
Mr Caples said he would not
criticize Senate nor supersede it
He said he would not engage in
further discussion under those cirThis kind of
cumstances adding
disorder makes no sense to me
Prof Wesley Fishel of Michigan
I just dont
The president said
State will speak tomorrow night
He said he
bend under pressure
on The Vietnamese Regimes Prosshould be in bed it was 9 pm
pects for Peace
and contrary to Horwitzs pleas
Mr Fishel is the third speaker
students were not acting in good
in the International Relations Club
faith by coming to him on a Sunseries on post- Vietnam war Asia
day night when he was just returnNext Wednesday Irving Brown
ing from a church meeting and hoping
South Vietnamese
will discuss
to go to bed
Society Prospects for Pluralist
At this time several of the black
Democracy Both lectures will be at
students were talking fervently with
8 pm in Rosse Hall
Prof Slate Gene Peterson said
Professor Fishel is presently a
member of the Southeast Asia Development Advisory Group and has
been regularly consulted by AmeContinued from Page 4
ricas highest ranking foreign policy
2
5
Moru ilan
female transfers are
makers since the mid- 1950s
expected which is above original
Currently professor of political
estimates Mrs Crozier added
science at Michigan State University
Provocative discussions and hors he was chief advisor to the Mich
doeuvres were the fare at open igan State Advisory Group 1956house receptions held in homes of 58
chairman of the board of the
faculty and administrators Saturday American Friends of Vietnam 1964afternoon
66
and last year edited a book
Black studies and the future of of essays for Peacock Publishers
fraternities were topics in the studAnatomy of a
entitled Vietnam
entled
symposium Saturday eveConflict
ning Black studies offers a chance
Irving Brown is International Repfor students to learn about their own
resentative
for the AFL- CIO and
culture and to make an important
head of the Afro- American Labor
contribution to this country Withcontribution to this country Kenyon Council in New York City He has
visited Vietnam several times to
offers a chance to study the problem
develop an effective approach and organize labor unions and is able
share in the solution Ed Pope to speak on the character of South
Vietnam society from a unique vanstated
tage
point
Dean Edwards noted the archaic
aspect of fraternity life but placed
confidence in the fraternities it
initiate self- study and make necessary changes
Kenyon is a peculiar institution
because it makes few demands on
a students maturity or intelligence
as society would It gives the student
a chance to look at how the world
ought to be This opportunity is igon the Square
nored when students engage in meaningless revolutionary tactics without
in
revolutionary ideals Bob Strong
Mt Vernon
explained lie does not feel these are
real alternatives at Kenyon

Two To Speak
On Vietnam

Parents

HOTEL

CURTIS

proctors

and said you dont even
keep furniture from getting busted
in the dorms
The president characterized the
students as acting like a mob in

Hitlers Germany

Horwitz countered that it was not unlike the American Revolution
Caples turned away from the
crowd to re- enter his house saying
to Horwitz apology for disturbing
All you did was just keep me
him
from getting to bed thats all
Horwitz told the Collegian
that in the past few days he and some
of the other students who were involved Sunday have been approached
by faculty members and apparently
inferences have been made that we
were rude vicious and sarcastic
Although I may have been sarcastic
Horwitz says in discussion with the
president at times I felt sarcasm was
called for at no time did I attempt
to be nor do I think I was rude or
vicious And at no time do I think
I did show anything less than respect for the president his wife
or any of the faculty members
gathered there
While he says this is a personal
statement he would argue that the
entire display was not disrespectI dont
He adds
ful or vicious
think the idea of that kind of demonstration is unnecessarily disrespectful But its all a question for
debate I feel offended by the
charges made against the supposed

leaders
Horwitz feels that most of the
students involved did not care about
black studies or the presidential
veto but just wanted more hours
to have women in the dorms Guys
he
who think mediocre things
noted
arent suddenly going to
become knights in shining armour
The majority of students he feels
do not have their hearts and souls
as they do into
into black studies
womens hours legislation
Horwitz described the event as
a mediocre riot with mediocre people at the front The real student
leaders he said were not involved

April
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President of Freshman
Council
expressed disappointment
over the slow progress of campus
government this year and voiced
sharp criticisms of Kenyons fraternity system
Schine felt that Senate should have
abolished Hell Weeks although he
admitted that the majority of the
freshman class would notagree with
him He described Hell Weeks as
a degrading inand
worthless
convenience to pledges He argued
that fraternity spirit could be fostered in more worthwhile ways and
that Kenyons Hell Weeks can not
be justified by comparing them with
those of other schools
He predicted that current criticism of fraternities will have no
substantial effect and that the fraternity system will remain essenHowever Schine
tially the same
does not feel that fraternities can
survive if they remain the same
and that students may become increasingly indignantat the unappealing divisive effect of the fraternity
system and the unfavorable effect

Continued from Paae

fast action on Hell Week
Several students expressed frustration with their inability to communicate with he administration
and their fears that any attempt
at change would be met with presidential veto They recommended that
President Caples initiate some legislation and inform campus government of his views on various issues
He said it was difficult to find
funds for academically qualified
poor students and that Kenyon will
have more black students next fall
but could add even more if it could
find money
Gene Peterson said there had
been no meaningful dialogue between
black students andthe administration and no significant action taken

Professor Galbraith Crump indicated that the black students are
asking for some things to keep alive
a sense of developing progress
He said it is fairly normal to disturst a group like the COD which
works quietly and takes time
President Caples indicated that it
is probable that much material on

black culture will be integrated
into the curriculum next year Professor Robert Baker noted that there
will be a history seminar on The
Negro in American History
Provost Haywood pointed out that
the College is committed to doing
something by the faculty resolution
Strong noted that a variety of commitments had been made including
finds from two fraternities He cited
the considerations which led to almost inevitable delay chief of which
is what will happen to black students when the come to Kenyon
He said there is some evidence
that Kenyon does not provide for
some of the special needs of its
currently enrolled black students
One student suggested faculty
meetings and Faculty Council be
open to student participation
Mr

this division has on a small campus
Schine asserted that little has been
accomplished this year in Freshman
Council or the other organs of student government He noted thatSenates failure to act on womens
hours has shaken his tenuous faith
in that branch of campus government
Concerning Freshman Councils
he reported
We
achievements
have shown beyond any doubt that
college mixers are an anachronism
and we have established through informal smokers with members of
the administration
some dialogue
whether it was meaningful or not
Schine stated that Freshman Councils primary concern should be informing freshmen about campus
issues and representing freshmen
opinion to upperclass government
He feels thatCouncils existence this
year was justified by their efforts
in rallying support among freshmen
on the issue of blacks on campus
Schine concluded
Campus government is a little game weplay and
its justified when a worthwhile
issue comes up
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Haywood pointed out that the faculty
is muviiig vj increase student car
ticipation on decision making He
observed that since the assemblies
had been made non- compulsory and
turned to Student Council initiative
there had only been one He discus
sed his effort to encourage more
communication with administrators
and faculty noting the lack of response from students He said he
and Mr Caples would come to a
gathering every week if asked
Chris Finch suggested that the
presidential veto be replaced either
by giving the president two votes
on Senate or making possible a
two- thirds overriding of the veto
Mr Caples responded that he has
not been here long enough to be able
to determine yet whether such a
proposal would so limithis authority
that he would feel he could not act

effectively

Falstaff

Continued from Page 4
production The sheer exuberance
attained in thiis probably willstandas
a high point in Hill theater for a good
many years Everyone plays his
role with great energy and broad
comedy but undoubtedly James

fiery Pistol and Karen
Heaths rollicking Doll Tearsheet
are incomparable providing the only

Prices

point in the play when Falstaff has
folks as effective as those presented
him in Part One in Poins Bardolph
and Prince Hal The force of this
scene is so overpowering that the
rest of the play suffers by
comparison
As

Part

One

the figure of
the play Though
he claims to be the cause that
wit is in other men the truth is
that Falstaff himself brings light
into an essentially somber enSteve Hannaford once again
dgame
brilliantly portrays Sir John managing to define the pathos of the
aging buffoon without diminishing the
sense of life that fills his great
body From his entrance with his
in

Falstaff dominates

diminutive page played alternately
but equally well by Seth Golduin
and Peter Rogan to his final show
of confused optimism despite his
banishment by Henry V Hannaford
imbues the role with near professional range of voice movement and
expression My only quarrehvith his
handling of the role comes with his
decision to give the sherris sack
speech from a reclining position
Though not without precedent
imagine the posture quite literally
absorbs most of the expressiveness
latent in the speech
The banishment scene itself is
one of the more successful acco-

1

mplishments of the evening It captures the sense of the London croud
cheering the new King and yet perfectly modulates the encounter bthe
etween Falstaff and King with
neither
noise and motion so that
element loses out to the demands
of the other
Among a host of fine performto
ances I must single out but a few of
members
praise here Four new
the Dramatic Club who distinguish
are
in their roles
themselves
Jonathan Ayers as the Archbishopoi
York Lawrence Harbisonastheimperturbably Davy Robert Jablonoski
as the Earl of Warwick and Donald
Rogan as the Lord Chief Justice
Veterans Robert Altman as Prince
King
Hal and Reed Woodhouse as
high
Henry IV meet their usual

standards
Margaret Mott and her
created 104 costumes for the

stall

pr-

splend
oductions many of them
properties
enough to be considered
Walker Hollouapa
in themselves
incidental music is appropriate
all times often haunting The
performance displays die deft direThe unit
ction of James Michael
wellaand evenness of the play as
through
reading
the intelligent

every member of the casts
witness to the care and insightoin
direction
by

